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REO ASSET
MANAGEMENT
GUIDE
With the market’s ups and downs,
asset managers are a critical component
of the default servicing process.

Lenders, institutional investors, and government agencies need an asset
management partner with flexible, customizable outsource solutions for marketing,
maintaining, and selling acquired real estate, and one that can adapt to the changing
distressed asset landscape while ensuring maximum value and minimal risk.
In this special section of DS News, our Asset Management Index spotlights
companies in the REO space that stand a cut above, that have the experience and
track records to optimally market and manage bank-owned properties, and that
ensure the highest possible return on each and every client asset.
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ASSERO SERVICES
CORPORATE DETAILS: 10 Canal St, Bristol, PA 19007 | 866.832.1711 | www.assero24.com

KEY PERSONNEL

Brian Nisbet, CEO
Managing Partner

Lee Mertins, COO
Managing Partner

Greg Harrison

Chief Procurement Officer

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: Assero Services, LLC

WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS?

(Assero) is a small business and a full service Field
Service Company. Assero’s past performance and
relevant experience with financial institutions and
mortgage companies nationwide is unmatched. The
principals and key personnel have nearly a century in
proven performance managing 750,000 REO assets
in all fifty states and U.S. Territories. Assero manages
its business from four regional offices in San Diego,
Miami, Atlanta and Philadelphia. The executive team
has built proprietary software, Visneta, which creates
efficiencies and controls for building continuous
improvement and mitigating risk through transparency.
All parties working on the contracts will have a
comprehensive grasp on real-time performance data,
scorecards, and reporting.
Asset Management Benefits include: secure
technology platform to facilitate communication
between broker, asset manager, and client; robust
and extensive nationwide real estate agent network
and REO brokers; broker score system including
training, inspections, and meetings with all brokers;
vendor network validation, including state license and
E&O liability insurance verification; marketing plans
and selling strategies for each asset, sent to client for
review, feedback, and approval; complete internal
accounting reconciliation with client accounting
team; and robust reporting at loan level, monthly, and
quarterly intervals.

One of the most unique things about Assero is our
proprietary system, Visneta. This gives us the ability to
track many different metrics and timelines to make sure
that things are fulfilled within the client’s requirements.
It also reports to the client on a daily, weekly, or
monthly basis on almost any type of field that is in our
system. This allows for the customer to receive the
reports instead of having to create them.

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?
Assero is set apart from our competitors by our
experience. We have moved over half a million assets
in our 9 years of existence for large GSAs. Historically
asset management goes up and down, but we are
doing a lot of asset management work still at this
point, and our staff has stayed in play. We are also very
scaleable, and we have many different revenue streams
that can be used in order to save our clients money and
give them the ability to lower their staffing.
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WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS?
The key to our success is our ability to adjust to
the client’s requirements. It is really important to
understand that everyone manages assets in a different
fashion. As the life of the portfolio goes through
different cycles, there are different requirements that a
client may want, be it more execution or lowering the
portfolio number, and we can make those adjustments
as quickly as the client needs them.

»
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CARRINGTON PROPERTY SERVICES, LLC
CORPORATE DETAILS: 1600 S. Douglass Road Suite 130 A | Anaheim, CA 92806 | Michael.Dorner@CarringtonPS.com

| 949-517-6728 | CarringtonPS.com

KEY PERSONNEL

Kevin Cloyd
President

Michael Dorner
Senior Vice President

Mike Chew
Vice President

Tom Huddleston

SVP, Institutional Business Channel

STAFFING:

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Company Employees: 150
Internal Agent Network: 2400
Referral Network: 5000
Field Services Network: 500+
Property Manager Network: 300+

BUSINESS LINES/SERVICES:

»» Asset Management
»» Property Management
CORPORATE STRENGTHS:

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Reliable, proven performance
Risk management
Capacity and scalability
National Presence
Local market expertise
Competitive pricing
Transparency
The latest technology capabilities
Vendor quality control
Business process expertise

BUSINESS SCOPE: Carrington Property Services, LLC

THE CARRINGTON DIFFERENCE: What differentiates

is a provider of real estate marketing and management
services for institutional property owners. The company
prepares and executes a customized disposition plan for
each individual property via a sales or rental strategy in
order to maximize return to the investor.
Carrington offers a comprehensive suite of flexible
outsourced solutions to minimize risk for institutional
owners of real estate who are looking for a cost-effective
way to manage and market their assets. Carrington
helps our clients create a variety of tailored property
disposition solutions, including asset management
oversight, retail and wholesale liquidations, property
rental, and management solutions.
Expertise across multiple U.S. markets is combined
with personalized local market presence and supported
by a national network of real estate and property
management professionals, as well as a proprietary
software application that allows Carrington to monitor
and manage the assets in its care.

Carrington Property Services from its competition is a
holistic approach to asset management. The company’s
integrated business model delivers high performance,
national coverage through a central point of control, and
provides access to the expertise of the entire Carrington
family of companies, with services including financing,
REO asset management, rental management, property
preservation, property evaluations, title and escrow, and
real estate sales. No other asset management company
effectively offers all of this under one roof or has the
flexibility to deliver as many of these capabilities ondemand as a client needs.
Carrington’s integrated business model is results
oriented and designed to minimize costs while
maximizing value. The company’s approach has been
proven to reduce days-on-market and deliver higher
sales prices—and higher net margins—for its clients. It’s
a centralized, all-encompassing way of doing business
that eliminates the need to manage numerous brokers
and other counter parties in multiple markets, and its the
company’s ability to leverage multi-disciplinary expertise
that helps clients make better business decisions.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE: Carrington Property

Services has a history of innovation. It was the first
company to rent out REO homes on a national basis
and was the first asset management company to offer
a truly integrated approach to the business using an
assortment of companies under the Carrington Holding
Company umbrella. In November 2012, it unveiled the
Carrington Property Network, an exclusive national
network of leading residential real estate brokerage firms
focused on REO sales—another industry first. Instead
of managing a far-flung, loosely structured group of
individual REO agents, Carrington Property Services
partners with an established, carefully selected group of
the nation’s leading brokers and assists them in growing
their businesses by participating in the distressed
property market. Through our asset management
continuum of companies, Carrington Property Services
delivers tangible financial benefits to its clients in terms
of increased cash realized (net proceeds to original list
prices) while selling the assets within industry leading
timeframes.
CPS has a seasoned management team that
effectively integrates their collective experience in
asset management and major milestones through the
mortgage lifecycle. New client implementations are
managed through detailed project plans to create a
seamless transition for all stake holders.

QUICK FACTS:

»» 2006 – CPS Asset Management created to liquidate REO
Assets for Carrington’s internal portfolio
»» 2010 – CPS began providing asset management services
to 3rd parties
»» 2013 – Primary focus on providing 3rd party asset
management services to banks, GSE’s and Investors
»» 2014- Carrington received the Morningstar MOR RV1
ranking for Residential Vendor REO Asset Management
and Residential Vendor Single-Family Rental Property
Management in 2014, 2015, and 2016
»» 2016 – CPS Asset Management oversees portfolios of
reverse, USDA, and conventional assets for 5 unique
clients
»» 42,000+ total properties managed since 2008
»» 38,000+ properties sold since 2008
»» 43B in REO sales since 2008
»» 48,000+ units managed in various rental programs
»» Experienced and capable of on-boarding large volume
portfolios in short timeframes
»» Demonstrates significant improvement in sales proceeds
for clients’ REO portfolios.
»» Operations in Anaheim, CA and Plano, TX.

INDUSTRY RECOGNIITION:

»» Morningstar MOR RV1 ranking
2014,2015 & 2016
»» SAS 70 Report 2010, 2012
»» SSAE 16/SOC 1 Type II Report
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016

PROPERTY SERVICES
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CHRONOS SOLUTIONS
CORPORATE DETAILS: 1199 Belt Line Road, Suite 105, Coppell, TX 75019 | 800.647.1190
sales@chronossolutions.com | chronossolutions.com
Chronos Solutions is a technology-enabled service provider
for the mortgage and real estate industries. Its customizable
transactional and management solutions span the
mortgage and real estate lifecycles to foster growth and
stability for private sector and government clients, including
Federal agencies, top-ranking national and regional
lenders, leading mortgage servicers, real estate investment
firms, and others.
Seasoned executives from leading U.S. financial
institutions and real estate management firms fill the
company’s top leadership positions.

»»
»»
»»
»»

COMPANY HISTORY
KEY PERSONNEL

Matt Martin

Chief Executive Officer

Matt Slonaker

EVP of Business Development and
Marketing

Steve DiUbaldo

Chief Real Estate Officer and President,
Real Estate Solutions

Mark Hikel

President, Outsourced and Origination
Solutions

Terri Hunter

Senior Vice President, Asset
Management and Portfolio Oversight

NUMBER OF COMPANY EMPLOYEES
300

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA
Chronos Solutions provides
comprehensive mortgage
origination, servicing and default
management services on a
nationwide basis.

Founded in 2007 by CEO Matt Martin as an asset
management contractor for HUD under the name
Matt Martin Real Estate Management, the company
rebranded as Chronos Solutions in 2015. It grew rapidly
yet responsibly, adding nine business units in its first
nine years. Recently Chronos acquired RealtyBid.com, a
pioneer in expedited selling of bank-owned assets; Cogent
Road, a credit, verification and origination business; and
Commerce Title and Closing, which became Chronos Title
Solutions and launched the company’s retail title business.

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS
Chronos Solutions delivers products and services that
consistently minimize costs and maximize returns for its
clients. Its unique service model maximizes asset exposure
while reducing expenses, ensuring compliance and
enhancing net proceeds. Foreclosure assets move from sale
to closing and liquidation at record speed, for higher returns.
The REO Asset Management team efficiently evaluates
properties to produce solid strategies for marketing and
managing each purchase negotiation, recommending
optimal title and closing processes, and handling
remittance of all funds.
Benefits include:
»» Comprehensive management of pre-marketing timelines
»» Granular management of eviction timelines
»» Tailored marketing strategies geared to each client’s
needs
»» Follow-up negotiation of all junior liens
»» Resolution of all title defects
»» Offer negotiation and closings
»» Defect-free delivery of liquidation proceeds
»» Accurate, customized real-time status reports provided at
every stage of the disposition process

KEY DIFFERENTIATORS

»» Partner network supports client’s unique REO asset
management requirements.
»» Cash-for-Keys generates accurate offers and cost
analysis based upon local market, regulations,
ordinances and history.
»» Comprehensive eviction management support – from
the macro level to individual attorney communications –
based on nationwide experience handling large default
portfolios.
»» Chronos Solutions audits vendors to ensure all criteria
for REO upkeep and repair are being met. And, for risk
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»»

mitigation, the company’s VendorCheck service enables
lenders to monitor vendors for performance, compliance
and quality assurance.
Chronos Solutions provides comprehensive title and
settlement services in collaboration with clients’ preferred
partners or the company’s own partners.
Chronos Solutions offers a range of valuation hybrids to
ensure asset valuations are accurate.
The company’s extensive HOA services help minimize
the time, cost and redundancies in identifying and curing
HOA liens.
Through the company’s RealtyBid division, Chronos
Solutions’ auction services help clients move even the
most difficult assets online.
And, finally, Chronos Solutions’ Conveyance Check
program ensures that each HUD property meets all
pertinent pre-foreclosure requirements.

WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS
»» Tailored creative solutions

»» An asset-by-asset evaluation process, resulting in an
$8 million increase in asset revenue and four-year monthly
performance record on behalf of a top-10 national servicer
»» Single REO partner model increases control,
transparency and efficiency, improving clients’ value
recoveries and increasing cost savings by more than 15%
over other vendors
»» Accelerated marketing and multiple-service savings
through bundled asset management, HOA solutions and
title services, enabling servicers to manage costs more
effectively

WHAT INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES
HAS YOUR BUSINESS ACHIEVED

»» Two-time recipient of Inc. magazine’s 500/5000 list of the
country’s fastest-growing privately held firms.
»» Matt Martin – HousingWire 2016 Rising Star and
Vanguard Awards recipient. Member, Young Presidents’
Organization.
»» Terri Hunter - HousingWire 2016 Women of Influence and
M Report 2016 Women in Housing honoree

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS

»» FundingSuite™ credit reporting and analysis

»» Income, tax return, employment, asset and SSN
verification
»» Title, closing, recording and settlement services
»» Flood hazard compliance
»» Document preparation and recording
»» AppraisalGuard™ appraisal management system
»» Appraisals and valuations
»» Property, ownership and encumbrances reports
»» Condo Package Retrieval™ and HOA solutions
»» Lien release and assignments
»» Trailing documents
»» Lien, flood and real estate tax monitoring services
»» HOA risk mitigation
»» Accelerated asset liquidation and marketing (Auctions)
»» Short sales/deed-in-lieu
»» REO asset management and disposition

»
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GUARDIAN ASSET MANAGEMENT
CORPORATE DETAILS: 2021 Hartel St., Levittown, PA 19057 | www.GuardianAssetMgt.com

KEY PERSONNEL

Jerry Mavellia
CEO

Dan Leader
COO

Greg Matecki
CFO

CONTACT

Dan Leader, COO
215.354.6675
drl@guardianassetmgt.com

COMPANY DESCRIPTION: Founded in 2007, Guardian
Asset Management (GAM) provides property
preservation, inspection, hazard claims, REO
management, repairs, and general contracting services for
government agencies, banks, GSEs, mortgage servicers,
asset management companies, hedge funds, and the
resort industry. Guardian is an SBA certified HUBZone
and 8(m), minority-owned, woman-owned business.
Guardian has key personnel with over 45 years of
combined default and REO management experience
operating HUD single-family and Fannie Mae REO
contracts since 1993. The team has managed standing
inventory levels of more than 60,000 REO properties and
have managed and helped sell more than 500,000 REO
properties.
Guardian and its key personnel have held a top-rated
quality service record for 20 years with HUD, Fannie
Mae, GMAC, FDIC, GSA, Army Corps of Engineers, and
the National Park Service.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE:

»» Guardian utilizes Aspen Grove’s iProperty®, a cutting
edge property management platform with a fully
integrated mobile application that seamlessly integrates
inspection and preservation results in real time
»» Top-notch quality assurance program
»» In-house QC and vendor training
»» Mobile application and dispatch board with real time
status

INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND MILESTONES :
Guardian is a SBA certified HUBZone and
EDWOSB, as well as a minority-owned, womanowned national property preservation and
inspection company. Guardian Asset Management
has a strong track record of providing services to
the government sector, mortgage servicers, asset
management firms, and banking institutions.
TESTIMONIALS:

“Keystone has had the pleasure of partnering
with Guardian Asset Management on several
business endeavors, all proving to be successful
in stimulating growth and exceeding client
expectations. Guardian’s leadership team
are dedicated industry veterans that remain
innovative in their approach to property
preservation and maintenance. Their clear lines of
communication and state-of-the-art technology
allow for real time transparency into the status
and condition of each asset or project. Together,
our firms have successfully executed on its
mission, addressing and ensuring compliance
with the increased regulatory requirements within
the mortgage servicing industry.”
—Ryan Hennessy
EVP, Keystone Asset Management, Inc.

ADDED VALUE TO CLIENTS:

»» Nationwide “boots-on-the-ground” coverage

»» Full range of cradle-to-grave services
»» HOA, condo, and utility management
»» Vacant property registration services

Guardian Asset Management is compliant with
reporting inspection and preservation results in
MISMO standards. This allows their clients to
reduce costs and have an increased transparency
and accuracy regarding asset status and
preservation conditions.

KEYS TO SUCCESS:

»» Dedicated work teams by project

»» Fully transparent real-time data reporting with
dashboards
»» Accountability with vendor and work team scorecarding
»» Vendor retention, including service bundling, routing
software, field supply discounts, and in-house field
training.

Guardian is a forward thinking company that
runs an efficient operation. Their team leads and
project managers are subject matter experts in
the field of property preservation, repairs and
inspections. They exceed our required servicelevel agreements and provide us with KPIs, which
are critical to achieving the highest ROI for our
clients.
Guardian’s project teams communicate in an
effective manner and their project scopes are
the most comprehensive in the industry. Their
documentation is detailed and is delivered in
a timely and well-constructed manner. We
truly appreciate the relationship we have with
Guardian; it has helped us to secure more Asset
Management business.
—Ann Song, VP, LRES
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RENTERS WAREHOUSE
CORPORATE DETAILS: 4950 West 78th Street, Bloomington, MN 55435 | www.renterswarehouse.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION: Renters Warehouse is one
of the fastest growing and highest reviewed residential
property management companies in America.

COMPANY HISTORY: Founded in 2007, Renters

CIO & President of Portfolio Services

Warehouse is backed by growth equity investor and
majority stakeholder Northern Pacific Group, and under
the leadership of President and CEO Kevin Ortner,
Renters Warehouse now manages more than $3 billion in
residential real estate, servicing 12,000+ investors across
17,000+ residential homes in 32 markets and 18 states.
Renters Warehouse expertly serves everyday singleproperty homeowners as well as real estate investors. In
2015, the company officially trademarked the term Rent
Estate™ to redefine the entire SFR (Single Family Rental)
industry as more traditional real estate gives way to this
new lucrative asset. Through their dedicated Portfolio
Services Division led by Chief Investment Officer Anthony
Cazazian, the company also brings professional, scalable
and efficient single property management solutions to
investment portfolios with both centralized services and
local market expertise and staff.

Pam Kosanke

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS

KEY PERSONNEL

Kevin Ortner
CEO

Anthony Cazazian

CMO

   
Charles Wyatt
CFO

Noel Christopher

Vice President, Portfolio Services

NUMBER OF COMPANY EMPLOYEES
144

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA
Nationwide; 32 markets in 18 states
and rapidly expanding.

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND
PRODUCTS
National, third-party single family
rental leasing and property
management for both everyday
homeowners and institutional level
investors.

Tenant Placement Excellence:
»» FREE Home Rental Price Analysis
»» FREE 6-18 month tenant warranty programs
»» FREE property marketing on hundreds of websites
»» Fast market to rent time - just a few weeks on average (17
days national average)
»» In-person showings hosted by a Rent Estate™ Advisor
»» 100-point background checks on all applicants;
homeowners approve all tenants
Professional 24/7 Property Management:
»» For one low, flat-rate monthly fee
»» Detailed and documented move-in / move-out
inspections
»» Best-in-class rent collection with less than 1%
delinquency
»» Fast, direct deposits daily, with monthly statements for
your records
»» Turnkey maintenance solutions with work order
avoidance
»» Standardized and consistent processes, accounting and
institutional-level reporting
»» Random and routine property inspections
»» Facilitation of licenses for local municipalities (as needed)
»» Eviction Protection Plan available for new tenants at just
$20 per month
Plus:
»» No upfront fees
»» No exclusive contracts
»» No cancellation fees; cancel at any time, without penalty
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Portfolio Services Division:
»» Corporate owned centralized service model with single
point of contact
»» Local market staff, expertise, on the ground operations
and relationships
»» Standardized and consistent processes, accounting and
institutional-level reporting
»» Ability to rapidly expand in any U.S. market
»» Flat-rate pricing to reduce P&L variability
»» Reduced tenant turnover through a sharp focus on
quality tenant placement
»» Certified and competitive maintenance service solutions
»» Capacity to manage a wide range of portfolio sizes, from
1 to 2,000+ doors
»» Hassle-free portfolio integration period

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?
We call our people Rent Estate™ Advisors, and no other
property management company has their unique abilities.
Just like you talk to a Real Estate Agent when you want to
sell your home, you talk to a Rent Estate Advisor when
you want to rent. Our people are specially trained to know
exactly how to make Rent Estate™ as easy and profitable
for our clients as possible.

WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS?
We treat our clients’ homes and portfolios of properties
like a business, always looking for ways to increase
returns on investments at every step in the leasing and
property management process. We also go out of our way
to consistently deliver 5-star customer service and are
one of the highest rated property management companies
in America.

WHAT INDUSTRY AWARDS, ACCOLADES, AND
MILESTONES HAS YOUR BUSINESS ACHIEVED?
»» 7x recipient of prestigious Inc. 5000 list of fastest growing
properties in America
»» In 2016, assigned pivotal MOR RV2 residential vendor
ranking by Morningstar Credit Ratings, LLC, indicating
that the company demonstrates proficiency in managing
key areas of operational risk
»» Received 22x International and American Business Stevie
Awards for success and leadership in business
»» Nationally honored as one of America’s “Best Places to
Work” in 2012, 2014, 2015 and 2016 by Outside Magazine

»
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USRES
CORPORATE DETAILS: 25520 Commercentre Drive Lake Forest, CA 92630 | 800.760.7036		
support@usres.com | usres.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION: USRES’s management team

WHAT ADDED VALUE DO YOU BRING TO YOUR CLIENTS?

is composed of seasoned real estate professionals with
extensive experience in all facets of REO management,
real estate valuation, loss-mitigation, real estate sales,
closings, and property management.

Customer Service is a core principal that USRES takes
very seriously. While competitors may use automated
telecommunication systems, the company’s 24 years
of experience has shown them that a client’s needs will
always be served best by a responsive and professional
staff. The USRES customer service team consistently
has a first call resolution rate above 95%, and all
clients are provided with direct numbers to executive
staff members, ensuring that each client receives the
attention they deserve.

COMPANY HISTORY: Founded in 1992, USRES quickly
became an industry leader for REO Asset Management,
and default valuations. The company’s background
in providing a diverse suite of products, together with
the expertise of its staff, continually exceeds quality
standards for USRES customers.

WHAT ARE THE KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS?
KEY PERSONNEL

Keith Guenther

Founder & Chief Executive Officer

Michael Bull

Chief Financial Officer

Angela Hurst

SVP of Business Development

Rida Sharaf

SVP of Real Estate Operations

Rob Pajon

SVP of Marketing & Product

NUMBER OF COMPANY EMPLOYEES
110

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS:
USRES specializes in the liquidation of assets through
a combination of an experienced staff, class leading
technology, and superior customer and vendor support.
Immediately upon the completion of the REO sale,
USRES handles all sales and property management
related activities on the seller’s behalf. USRES delivers
extensive liquidation services and supports a la
carte services including HOA Management, Eviction
Management, Closing Services, and Property Tax
Coordination.

The key to USRES’ success as a company has been
its organic growth in the industry. With over 24 years
of experience in the real estate industry, USRES
provides their clients with the confidence necessary
to successfully move through any real estate climate.
In 2003 USRES created RES.NET in order to produce
greater efficiencies. By owning its own technology
platform, USRES is able to prioritize and adjust their
technology to address both client specific needs and
industry wide changes as they arise.

SPECIALIZED QUALITY AND CARE
WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?
USRES assigns dedicated staff members to each
phase of the asset management process. Each
committed expert specializes in a specific phase of
Distressed Asset Management from evictions, and
title/closing to offer management and compliance.
Segmenting the business allows for concentrated and
specialized attention on each segment. With RES.
NET, communication between specialists becomes
centralized and transparent providing maximum client
oversight. In depth management of Key Performance
Indicators by the USRES team maintains strict
adherence to client and industry standards and results
in shorter timelines, controlled expenses, detailed offer
negotiation, and complete liquidation oversight.

»» Experience: USRES has been in the business of

valuing real estate since 1992 serving the largest financial
institutions in the industry.

»» Technology: USRES utilizes RES.NET’s REO platform
to maintain maximum management continuity.

»» Customer Service: Every incoming call is addressed
by our experienced and dedicated staff, ensuring the
customer needs remain the top priority.

»» Flexibility: When complications arise we not only repair

the problem, we also research the cause and readjust our
practices going forward.

REO KEY PERFORMANCE METRICS
METRICS

Avg Days In Pre List
BPO Avg Days to Complete
Avg FMV/SalePrice
Avg Days Under Contract

GOALS

USRES TOTAL
PORTFOLIO

<=45

33.98

<=7

5.2

2.5% margin

103%

<=30

28.1
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VRM MORTGAGE SERVICES
CORPORATE DETAILS: 4100 International Parkway, Suite 1000 Carrollton, TX 75007 | 1-877-880-7720
solutions@vrmco.com | www.vrmco.com
COMPANY DESCRIPTION: For over a decade, VRM has

KEY FEATURES/BENEFITS:
Technology: VRM owns an unrivaled proprietary
technology platform built from the ground up that is fully
customizable and can be fully integrated with legacy and
client-proprietary platforms. The technology streamlines
the default process and includes automated workflow
and compliance checklists for every property.

GEOGRAPHICAL SCOPE AND
COVERAGE AREA: National

been a leader in default servicing solutions and has been
committed to doing business differently.
The company’s rapid rise and continued success
during their first ten years have been driven by its
employees, a high performance culture and a commitment to protect their clients’ interests and reputation as
if they were its own. As a minority-owned business, VRM
defies the notion some may have that using minorityowned companies means using smaller providers that
cannot successfully manage significant volumes. During
the company’s first 10 years, they successfully listed,
managed and sold over 550,000 properties representing $50 billion in transactions. The founder and CEO
says the company’s success story is a confirmation
of his belief that a company’s ability is not bound by
the demographics of its ownership. Any company that
is able to demonstrate clear vision, attract and retain
the best talent, build the best technology and develop
industry-leading processes can scale to support clients
of any size, exceed client expectations and outperform
competitors.
VRM is a certified minority-owned business and
fully embraces its commitment to promoting a culture
of inclusion and expanding opportunities for others.
VRM has one of the most diverse and inclusive vendor
panels in the industry, which includes women, minority, disabled, veteran and LGBT-owned businesses.
Further, the company has developed sourcing solutions to help ensure that it uses small, minority-owned
businesses wherever possible and uses technology to
track progress of diversity utilization goals. No matter
what service the company provides, VRM’s focus is on
helping its clients adapt to the realities of a changing real
estate market. VRM also believes that everyone benefits
when communities are given the support they need to
grow sustainably, and the company is proud to deliver
solutions that look beyond the bottom line—changing
the world one asset, one mortgage at a time.

VRM’S SOLUTION OFFERINGS INCLUDE:

BUSINESS LINES, SERVICES, AND PRODUCTS:

KEY PERSONNEL

Keith D. Murray, MAI
Founder, President and CEO

Cheryl Travis-Johnson
EVP and COO

Brandon Kirkham

SVP, Business Expansion

Joe Morrow
SVP, Operations

Tiffany Fletcher
SVP, Compliance

Paritosh Pathak

SVP, Information Technology

NUMBER OF COMPANY EMPLOYEES
250

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
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Asset Management & Disposition
Short Sale Services
Rental Management
Eviction Services
Commercial Asset Management
(OREO)
Field Services
Specialty & Sub-Servicing
Settlement Services
Commercial & Residential
Valuation Solutions

From servicing and retention to asset management
and disposition, VRM Mortgage Services provides
flexible outsourcing solutions that outperform industry
benchmarks and client expectations. VRM consistently
delivers solutions for mortgage servicing’s toughest
challenges.

Compliance: VRM also employs internal quality control
and audit teams separate from the business lines to
audit internal controls and automate processes. These
teams routinely perform audits on VRM’s internal
business activities and on the company’s third-party
providers. VRM is SSAE-16 certified and has passed two
OIG (Office of Inspector General) audits with minimal
findings.
In-House Training Platform: VRM clients benefit from
a dedicated training solution, VRM University (VRMU),
which provides a broad range of training solutions.
The educational platform, created by VRM, provides
comprehensive training and certifications including
policy & procedure training, industry best practices,
continuing education and fully customizable leadership
and compliance training.
Vendor Management: VRM has a dedicated vendor
management department that is solely responsible for
identifying, qualifying and ensuring vendor compliance
for the company’s national vendor network, which
consists of local brokers, agents, title/closing firms,
eviction attorneys and field service providers.

WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?
In addition to the various differentiators listed above, all
the Murray family of companies are established on the
belief that building a successful business and placing
communities first are not mutually exclusive ideals. They
build, acquire and partner with companies based on a
common philosophy of inclusion and commitment to
client and community. Further, the company uses local
services and vendors to facilitate better communication,
provide faster service from local experts and help the
communities they service by employing those who live
and work in then neighborhoods they manage.

